HEALTH EFFECTS OF HEPATITIS C OUTSIDE OF THE LIVER
Hepatitis C: It’s About More than Liver Disease
The effects of the hepatitis C virus (HCV) on the liver are well-known. For example, chronic
HCV infection can lead to long-term liver damage and increased risk of liver cancer.
But up to

74%

of HCV-infected patients have symptoms outside the liver.1

It is important to recognize these health effects because they may play a role in diagnosis,
treatment, and the overall wellbeing of an infected individual.

WHAT ARE SOME COMMON EFFECTS OF HCV OUTSIDE OF THE LIVER?
Health effects of HCV can appear in
many parts of the body.
Some have distinct features that are
easy to identify, while others are
hard to diagnose and often get
overlooked.
It can be difficult to recognize that
these symptoms are associated with
HCV.

HOW DOES HCV AFFECT
OTHER PARTS OF THE BODY?
HCV can live in the body for many years, causing
long-term inflammation and constant stress on the
immune system. Over time, this produces problems
across multiple body systems.
The virus invades cells in the body other than liver
cells. Even though HCV usually infects liver cells,
there is also evidence that it attacks other cell
types including those found in the brain and
immune system.2-3
Some health conditions are associated with HCV,
but the reasons are unknown. For example, the risk
of heart disease is higher among HCV patients
than the general population, and researchers are
still working to understand why.4-5

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?
HCV-related effects on other parts of the body
can be an early indicator of HCV infection.
Chronic HCV infection may not have
noticeable impacts on the liver for many
years. However, patients may experience
earlier symptoms in other parts of the body
that could be related to HCV.
HCV treatment improves many health
conditions. Clearing HCV from the body can
relieve health conditions affecting multiple
parts of the body, in addition to the liver.6-7

WHAT ACTIONS SHOULD I TAKE?

Patients

✓

✓

✓

Providers

ASK your healthcare
provider if HCV could
be related to other
health conditions you
may have, and any
new conditions that
may develop.

✓

RECOGNIZE that HCV is
a systemic disease that
affects the whole body.

✓

LEARN the clinical signs
of HCV that occur
outside the liver.

TALK to your doctor
about the need for
HCV treatment, even
if you don’t have
severe liver damage.

✓

LEARN about the
symptoms associated
with HCV health
conditions that may
appear outside the
liver.

✓

✓

UNDERSTAND that
conditions occurring
outside the liver can be
a serious cause of
disease for HCV
patients.
REMEMBER that certain
health conditions
outside the liver can
lead to early HCV
diagnosis and may be
indications for HCV
treatment.

Advocates

✓

EDUCATE others
about the effects of
HCV beyond the
liver.

✓

URGE policymakers
to endorse strategies
that increase access
to HCV treatment.

✓

INCREASE awareness
about the wideranging clinical
needs of HCV
patients.

✓

DEMAND that HCV
be recognized as a
systemic health
condition deserving
of more attention
and resources.

COORDINATE care so
that providers across
specialties can work
together.
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For information about specific HCV conditions outside of the liver, visit:

www.nvhr.org/HCVMoreThanLiverDisease

